
MSCD 751M PTA 
75 Morton Street 
Meeting December 5 
New time: 9am 
Attendance:  
Marjorie Dienstag, Co-President 
Jordana Mendelson, Recording Secretary 
Kaitlyn Stillwagon, Teacher Rep 
Melody Tuck (via google hangouts), Teacher Rep 
Catherine Curtin, parent (75 Morton) 
Teaching Artist, LEAP (Glail) 
Madison Hoyos, LEAP 
Suzy Longval, LEAP 
 
1. Sign in 
 
2. Call meeting to order and introduce board members present, also introduce guests to meeting from 
LEAP and new parent volunteer Cathy Curtin. 
 
3. Old Business 
Review and approved minutes from PTA “Meet and Greets” in November.  
Finalized plans for PTA support of “Go Bags” Holiday project. PTA will make flier and Parent Coordinator 
will send out remind notices with flier to encourage parent volunteers. Teachers will organize student 
groups to go shopping and pack bags. Ms. Love (Academy) and Mr. Kaplan (Prep) are lead teachers on 
this project.  
 
4. New Business (Arts initiatives for 751) 
 
Catherine Curtin, a parent volunteer from 75 Morton, who is an actress and an active support of public 
schools and the PTA, offered to hold theater workshops (theater games, along the lines of those 
developed by Viola Spolin) with the students at Prep. She has also offered to help support the 751M PTA 
in organizing fundraisers. She brought a lot of wonderful ideas to the table about the benefits of theater, 
improvisation and theater games and felt they would hold great interest for our students.  
 
Ms. Stillwagon invited representatives from LEAP (Learning Through an Expanded Arts Program) to 
present to the PTA about possible art project collaborations with the school.  They discussed several 
options and two, in particular, will be pursued by the PTA and the school: one would be a single time 
parent engagement day (possibly involving both schools) and the other would be their “Public Art” 
classes (possibly 2 classes a week for 20 sessions total). LEAP shared project descriptions and budget 
information about both options. There was great interest in trying to move forward on these initiat ives. 
LEAP is a DOE vendor so the projects would need to be supported from the school’s budget or from 
donations and fundraising by the PTA. They work with the school to identify a public park space in which 
to display the final public art project; Leroy Park was suggested as one community space. To organize a 
family engagement workshop LEAP needs about 2 months lead time and can be organized around one 
workshop or several workshops. Next steps: to discuss budget with school for public art class (with 
possible participation by students from 75 Morton as well), and to meet with 75 Morton PTA about 
possible co-sponsored family engagement day. 
For information on LEAP: https://www.leapnyc.org/ 

https://www.leapnyc.org/

